
Diamond Double-Knit Reversible Scarf 
by Clara Masessa 

Experienced 

Fountain Hill 

80% acrylic/20% mo-

hair fingering weight 

yarn 

 

 

 

1 skein each of two 

contrasting colors 

(1 light & 1 dark work 

best) 

30 sts = 4” in double 

kitting pattern 

 

US#6 (3.25 mm) nee-

dles or size needed to 

obtain gauge 

 

US #5 needle for bind-

ing off. 

 

Scarf measures 

 60 x 7 1/2” 

Double your pleasure with this reversible scarf.  

Double-knitting creates a two-sided wonder.  

Fountain Hill yarn, a light and airy blend of acrylic 

and mohair adds interest, warmth and drape.  

Dressy enough for a nice outing, yet casual 

enough for any outdoor activities 
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The Charts show K stitches only.  Each K stitch is followed by a purl stitch of the opposite color. 

 

Double knitting is done in a K1, P1 pattern.  The K sts provide the color for the scarf on the front 

side of the scarf and the P sts provide the color for the back side of the scarf.  The charts show only 

the K sts.  Every K st is followed by a P st of the opposite color and is not shown on the charts. 

 

It is Very Important when starting a row to wrap the new color around the old color as you 

would in fair isle knitting or the sides of your scarf will be open.  It is also Very Important to 

bring both yarns to the back when knitting (even though you will only use the one yarn to 

knit) and bring both yarns to the front when purling (even though you will only use the one to 

purl).  Failure to do this will produce a bar in front of your sts. 

 

 

Using one color only CO 66 sts (Please make sure to read the above double knitting notes before 

starting) 

Follow color chart A when dark side is facing and color chart B when light side is facing. 

Repeat the 8 rows of charts until work is desired length ending with row 7 of pattern. 

 

Using smaller needle, bind off tightly in a K1, P1 bind off using the same color as cast on. 

Chart A—Dark side Chart B—Light side 

Repeat Repeat 


